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I. INTRODUCTION

The main aim of this guide is to help us all through the first days before we get the course
books, it’s also to ensure that all the groups are working on more or less the same things. We
have a lot of groups at this level and we often have students moving between groups, and
even comparisons between groups so we want all students to feel that they are receiving the
same material.
We want to make sure our students know that they are focusing on things related to the FCE
exam and in the first few weeks we aim to give them an overview of the main parts of the exam
and do a sample exam.
It’s also important to set them homework as soon as possible so they realise they have to
commit themselves to working a lot on their own as well as in class. Encourage them to read
widely, listen to the radio and watch TV / films in English as often as possible.
In this guide you will find a series of worksheets and activities to do with your students.
Obviously different groups work at different paces so please adapt it to your class as you see
fit. If you use any supplementary material of your own which would be useful to other groups,
please make it available to all the teachers.
It is essential that we make our first few classes as communicative as possible so that we as
teachers can get a good idea of our students’ level. Also remember that during the first month
we often have new students joining the group at different stages. During this time we have to
try and assess our students’ level. If anyone has a considerably lower level than their
classmates, we may want to suggest they join a standard course or a PET course if they
haven’t passed PET where they would get more practice of the “basics”.
Remind students they can practise at home with the resources they can find on our
website: “Recursos de idiomas para alumnos”. There are resources for teachers as
well.
Remember that on the CL website, Teachers’ corner: Cambridge ESOL Exams you have a copy of all
the Teachers’ handbooks.

2. WORKSHEETS INSTRUCTIONS

The following worksheets are a complete sample FCE exam for students to familiarise
themselves with the format and for teachers to get a good idea of students’ levels.
Any introductory exercises should be done as a class and the exam practice individually.
PLEASE KEEP A RECORD OF STUDENTS’ RESULTS from this sample exam.
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Worksheet 1 – our reasons for studying English
This is a get to know you exercise to get students talking about why they are studying English
and a chance for teachers to ask about their objectives.
Give each student a worksheet and in pairs they write the correct question form and then
interview each other. Then they get together with another pair and discuss the questions from
box B. Feedback as a class discussing the different points.
Worksheet 2 – common ground
Give each student a worksheet and ask them to complete the sentences. They then mingle
with the rest of the class and try to find other students who have things in common with them.
Encourage students to ask further questions to find out more information.
Worksheet 3 – Speaking activity
Students should work in pairs or small groups to discuss the questions. There are two
blank bubbles for them to complete and then ask another group or even the teacher. Insist that
at this level students are expected to show a wide range of vocabulary and expressions and
they should be able to exchange views and ideas, as well as give reasons for their feelings.
Monitor, interrupt if necessary, especially to encourage students to give long detailed answers
and get into the habit of asking “further information” questions. This kind of fluency is essential
for them to do well in the speaking exam.
Worksheet 4 – How much do you know about the FCE exam?
Worksheet 5 – Phrasal verbs
As students will no doubt be aware, phrasal verbs are a very common part of speaking
English!!! Here they work in pairs to complete the crossword with the missing verb. Tell the
students they will need to put the verbs into appropriate tenses or forms. Depending on the
level of your students and whether they are struggling with the verbs, you could put the
infinitive of the verbs up on the board in a random order. Encourage students to have a
special part in their books for phrasal verbs and whenever possible to record them with
a clear working example. As a teacher, be prepared to test phrasal verbs regularly,
every week or so you could play a quick vocabulary game to test phrasal verbs your
students have recently seen.
ANSWERS: ACROSS: 2 let, 4 put, 5 go, 6 use, 8 get, 10 pick, 12 gave, 14 made, 16 doing, 17
takes, 19 see, 20 went. DOWN: 1 stop, 2 look, 3 turn, 4 put, 7 dawned, 9 ended, 11 come, 13
count, 15 came, 18 saw.
Worksheet 6 – Summary of the First exam
Worksheet 7 – FCE Speaking part One
You could make copies of these questions and cut them up into cards. In pairs or groups of
three, students ask each other the questions, trying to rephrase the vocabulary and
expressions used in the question. Students pass the cards around the class until they have all
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used all the questions. The teacher could then ask some of the questions randomly to check
that students are giving good answers.
Worksheet 8 – FCE Speaking part two
In speaking part 2 of the exam students are expected to compare two photographs and answer
a question. Get students to brainstorm some comparative expressions (not as expensive as,
much bigger than, etc) and contrasts (whereas, on the other hand, etc). Students can
brainstorm some vocabulary ideas before trying to speak about the photos for a minute.
Worksheet 9 – FCE Speaking part three
This is a collaborative decision-making task where students have to talk together for about
three minutes. Before they attempt this, brainstorm as a class and put on the board, some
expressions for agreeing, disagreeing with each other, asking and giving opinions, making
conclusions, etc.
Spend some time looking at the picture propmts together so students are sure they know what
they are suggesting. When they are ready, get students to do the task in 3 minutes.
When they have finished, tell the students that in Part 4 the examiner will ask some questions
linked to the topic for them to have a further discussion with their partner. Ask the following
questions to the class, asking students in pairs to answer:
•

What is most important for you when going to a café or bar with friends?

•

Some people don't agree with having TVs in cafés and bars. What do you think?

•

Do you think places which offer live music attract a lot of people?

•

Would you like to work in a café or restaurant? (Why/Why not?)

•
What are the advantages and disadvantages of cafés and bars having an outside
seating area?
Worksheet 9 – Suffix Dominoes
Make one copy of the worksheet for each group of four to five students and cut up the
dominoes. Divide the class into groups of 4-5 students. Each student takes five dominoes and
leaves the rest in a pile, face down. One student starts by placing one domino on the table.
Students take turns to try to place their dominoes to form a correct word. Show an example on
the board:
ance /collect + ion / consider + ation / deliver
If a player does not have a domino that works, he/she picks one up from the pile and misses a
turn. The winner is the first player to use all their dominoes. Teacher should circulate and
monitor that the connections are correct.
ANSWERS:
Exam practice Use of English:1. Adjective, -able.
2. 25. Increasingly,
26.variety,
27.unfortunately,
28.disappear,
29.surroundings,
30.sensitive, 31.safety, 32.poisonous, 33.exploration, 34. heat
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Worksheet 10 – Reading and Use of English sample exam:
Read the introduction to each part as a class making sure students know what they are
expected to do in each part. Ask any students with experience of FCE tasks to give other
students advice on tactics.
Once you have looked at the tactics together, ask students to do the tasks individually. As for
Use of English, you will probably spend a long time going through the answers but it is always
worth it as this part of the exam is a mixture of grammar and vocabulary. As for reading,
encourage them to underline the relevant parts of the text where they find the answers. This
will help when you go through the answers.
Worksheet 11 – Writing sample exam:
Read the introduction to each part as a class making sure students know what they are
expected to do in each part. Do the preliminary exercises together and brainstorm ideas,
expressions as a class.
Ask students to do the writing tasks for homework for you.
Worksheet 12 – Listening sample exam
Make sure to read through each part before listening and then to highlight key words,
expressions and phrasal verbs from the transcript after listening. Remember that each
question on the Listening paper is worth one point. The tracks can be found on our website in
Teachers’ corner, Planning October.
Worksheet 13 – Answers and transcript
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WORKSHEET 1: Our reasons for studying English and moreF.
Work in pairs. Form questions, then ask each other and answer the questions to complete Box
A.
Box A
Number of years studying English?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN..
Reasons for studying English?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
Where studied?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN..
Reasons for studying for First Certificate?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.
Studied FCE before?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.
Books used?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN.
Passed other English exams? When?
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
Now work in small groups of three or four and discuss the questions in Box B
Box B

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you need English for?
Will English be useful to you in the future? How?
What’s your biggest problem studying English?
What do you think are your strengths in English?
What method(s) do you have for learning vocabulary?
What method(s) do you have for learning grammar?
Do you read books, magazines or newspapers in English?
How often do you speak English? What advice would you give for
improving fluency?
How much do you listen to the radio or watch films in English? What
advice would you give for improving listening skills?
How many hours a week do you think you should dedicate to
studying English?
Being realistic, how many hours a week do you think you can
dedicate to studying English?
Do you use any useful websites for studying English? If so, which
ones?
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WORKSHEET 2: “COMMON GROUND”

(Taken from Upper Intermediate INSIDE OUT Resource Pack)
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WORKSHEET 3: Speaking activity

Are you an ambitious
person?

Do you think having
dreams and ambitions
is a good thing?

Would you be
interested in going on
an exploring holiday?

Do you enjoy
doing
adventurous
sports?

How important is it
for us to have
challenges in our
lives?

Are you a risk
taker?

Tell us about a
difficult
challenge you
have had to face.

What are your
ambitions from
the future?

When is it necessary to
take risks in life?

Do you believe in
fate?
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WORKSHEET 4: How much do you know about the Cambridge First exam?
Decide if these facts are true or false:
1. There are six papers in the First
exam. (What are they?)

2. Each part of the First exam is
worth 20% of the final mark.

3.There are four pass marks: A, B,
4 . The pass mark for First is 170
C, D.
points (70%)
5. You can take the First exam four
6. You have to do two pieces of writing
times a year.
in the writing exam.
7. The Reading & Use of English paper 8. If you fail one paper of the exam you
is made up of five parts.
automatically fail the exam.
9. You will have to write an essay in the 10. The speaking test lasts about twenty
writing paper. (What else may you have minutes. (What are the different parts?)
to write?)
11. You will do the speaking exam with
12. You will have to talk on your own
another student.
for 3 minutes in the speaking exam.
13. The speaking and listening exams
14. It costs 165 euros to do the exam.
take place on a different day to the
written papers.
15. You will get your results three
16. You will be notified of your results
weeks after taking the exam.
by post.
17. The word limit for each piece of
18. You will have extra time to complete
writing is 180 words.
the answer sheets in the PB exam*.
19. There’s a separate exam for
20.The CB* exam is shorter than the
children and adults.
PB* exam
(*CB: Computer based/PB: Paper based)
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WORKSHEET 5. Outline of First Exam
PAPER ONE – READING AND USE OF ENGLISH 1 hour 15 mins 7 parts:
Part 1: Multiple choice cloze (8 gaps)
Part 2: Open cloze (8 gaps)
Part 3: Word formation (8 gaps)
Part 4: Key word transformations (6 sentences)
Part 5: Reading comprehension with 6 multiple choice questions
Part 6: Gapped text (6 questions)
Part 7: Multiple Matching (10 questions)
(Parts 1,2,3,7 worth 1 point each answer. Parts 4,5,6, worth 2 points each answer)
PAPER TWO – WRITING
1 hour 20 mins 2 parts:
Part 1 : ESSAY (140-190 words) Students are required to deal with some input material.
Part 2 : A choice from a formal/informal letter, an article, a report, a review (140-190 words)
**First for schools Part 2 includes the option of a story, but NOT a report, and a question
related to set texts.
PAPER THREE – LISTENING Approx. 40 mins 4 parts:
Part 1: 8 different extracts with 3 multiple choice options (8 questions)
Part 2: Sentence completion (10 gaps)
Part 3: Multiple matching : 5 speakers, choose from 8 options (5 questions)
Part 4: Multiple choice (7 questions, each with 3 options)
(All parts carry 1 point each. Total 30.)
PAPER FIVE – SPEAKING 14 mins 4 parts
USUALLY IN PAIRS BUT POSSIBLY 3 CANDIDATES
Part 1 Personal information questions
Part 2 Individual long turn (comparing and commenting on 2 photographs)
Part 3 Collaborative task (discussing a situation with the other candidate and negotiating
towards an outcome)
Part 4 Questions and discussion between candidates based on Part 3
*********
In Paper based exams in Paper One Reading and Use of English, students are expected to
transfer their answers onto the answer sheet within the time limit of the exam.
In the Listening paper they will have five minutes at the end to transfer the answers.
The answers to the writing paper are written in the booklet provided for ‘paper exam’.
In Computer based exams the answers are saved automatically so no extra transfer time is
needed.
Reading and Use of English Paper is worth 40% of the total, Writing, Listening and Speaking
20% each. . It is not necessary to pass each part, the average of all five parts together must be
160 points or more (60%) to pass.
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WORKSHEET 6. Phrasal verbs
Phrasal Verbs are a very important part of learning English!!
Try this crossword
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WORKSHEET 7. FCE Speaking Part One
In the first part of the exam, the interviewer will ask you several simple questions about
everyday topics. This is an individual turn and is simply to help you relax. Here is a list
of example questions arranged by potential topic: Choose some questions and take it in
turns to ask and answer some questions with a partner. Remember to answer with as
much detail as possible and try to rephrase the language used in the question.
E.g. what’s the most interesting place you’re visited near Granada? Instead of saying
‘The most interesting placeF ’, say something like ‘well. One of my favourite places is,
without a doubtF. becauseF..’
Where you live or used to live
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is there anything you would like to learn about your country?
Which area of your country would you like to get to know better?
What’s the most interesting place you’ve visited near Granada?
Could you tell me something about the area where you grew up?
Could you describe your family home to me?
Sports

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are you interested in sport?
Is there a sport you’d really like to try?
What sports do people play most in your country?
How much exercise do you take each week?
Do you like to be physically active or do you prefer relaxing?
Free time

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How much TV do you watch in a week?
What do you spend your free time doing?
Do you enjoy reading?
Does anyone you know have an interesting hobby?
Who do you prefer to spend your free time with, friends or family?
Work and study

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you find it easy to study where you live?
Do you use the internet to learn new things?
Do you prefer working on your own or with other people?
What kind of work would you really like to do in the future?
Would you prefer to work for a big or small company?
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Family and friends
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who do you spend your free time with?
Who are the most important people in your life?
Do you and your friends share the same interests?
Tell me about your best friend?
Do you normally go out with family or friends?
Travel and holidays

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have you ever used your English on holiday?
Where would you really like to go on holiday in the future?
Do you like to plan your holidays carefully or do you prefer to just go?
How do you prefer to travel? by train or by plane?
What’s public transport like in your country?
Entertainment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you ever go to concerts?
Do you like going to the cinema?
Do you enjoy playing computer games?
Do you enjoy shopping?
Do you like going to parties?
Daily life

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How much time do you spend at home?
Tell us about a day you’ve really enjoyed recently
What’s your favourite day of the week?
Are you planning to do anything special this weekend?
What’s your favourite part of the day?
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WORKSHEET 8. FCE Speaking Part Two
This is another individual speaking part of the exam where you have one minute to compare
two photographs and answer a question related to them. The other student will answer a short
question on your photos once you have finished. The other student has two different photos
which you must answer a short question on when they have finished.
These two photos show different areas where people live, first I’d like you to compare the
photos and then sayN.
Student A: What are the advantages and disadvantages of living in each area?
Student B: Where would you prefer to live?

These photos show different people doing their jobs, first I’d like you to compare the photos
and thenN
Student A: What do these people have to remember to do their jobs properly?
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Student B: Which of these jobs would you prefer to do?
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WORKSHEET 9. FCE Speaking Part Three
In this part of the exam you interact with the other student, you are given a set of written
prompts related to a particular scenario and have to, with the other student, decide on which
option best suits a purpose. You do not have to agree with your partner but you must always
be polite.
Speaking situation:
I’d like you to imagine that a café wants to attract more customers and here are some ideas
they are considering. First, talk together about how successful these ideas would be in
attracting more customers (2 minutes)
Now you have about a minute to decide which option would attract the most customers (1
minute).
In this part of the test it’s essential that you interact with your partner using expressions of
agreement/disagreement, suggestions and opinion. Always justify your answer giving reasons.
Live music
Open late hours
Sports events live on TV

How successful
would these ideas
be in attracting
more customers to
the café?

International menu

Quiet reading corner
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WORKSHEET 10. Word Formation Dominoes Game
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WORKSHEET 11. Reading ad Use of English Sample exam
Reading and Use of English Part One
In Use of English Part One you read a text with eight gaps and choose one word from four
options to complete the sentence. You will need to be able to choose or recognize:
Words with a difference in meaning
The BBC has been __________________ television since 1932
(a) broadcasting
(b) emitting (c) transmitting

(d) sending

Common collocations
I’ve always wanted to __________________ snowboarding
(a) play
(b) do
(c) go

(d) make

Grammatical patterns
My boss wouldn’t __________________ me leave work early
(a) make
(b) let
(c) allow

(d) permit

Prepositional phrases
__________________ a child, I often played football
(a) as
(b) like
(c) for

(d) to

Phrasal verbs
My doctor recommended I __________________ up some kind of exercise
(a) give
(b) look
(c) take
(d) keep
Linking expressions
I bought the car __________________ the fact it was expensive
(a) however
(b) but
(c) despite

(d) although
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Part 1:
For questions 1-8 read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each
gap.
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Reading and Use of English Part Two
Here you will read a text with eight words removed, you must use ONE word in each gap to
complete the text. In comparison to part one, you do not have four options for each gap. The
focus of this part of the exam is on grammatical vocabulary and not definitions. It’s important to
read entire sentences here, paying special attention to words either side of the gap.
conjunctions and linkers (e.g. as well as)
prepositions (e.g. famous for ...)
determiners (articles & quantifiers e.g. Few people knew about it.)
pronouns and relative pronouns (The castle, which is very old, is ...)
auxiliary and modal verbs (e.g. He had to find a new job.)
phrasal verbs (e.g. She took part in the charity event)
Part 2:
For questions 9-16, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use
only one word in each space.
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Reading and Use of English Part Three
You read a text with eight gaps, at the end of each line containing a gap there is a root word
which you must transform to correctly complete the sentence. This exercise focuses on
internal spelling changes (high - height), negative prefixes/suffixes, -ed/-ing adjective endings
and countable/uncountable nouns
-ed/-ing adjectives:
I do the same thing every day. My job is very ______.
I have nothing to do. I'm ______.

(BORE)

My job is very varied. I find it ______.
I'm ______ in applying for the job.

(INTEREST)

Negative prefixes:
He's invited me to his party. It would be _____________ to say no.
(POLITE)
Too many children nowadays are growing up _____________.
(LITERATE)
That's not what I said! You’ve _____________ me.
(UNDERSTAND)
My dog is completely _____________. I promise he won't bite.
(HARM)
Countable and uncountable nouns:
Employment, employer(s) and employee(s)
More
and
more
__________________
__________________.

are

looking

for

properly

qualified

SPOT THE MISTAKES!
These sentences all contain typical word formation errors at FCE level. Correct the
mistakes, think about the spelling, the prefixes and suffixes, whether the word is plural
or singular.
1. I think that going to school by bike is very healthful.
2. Your report on the music festival is absolutely inacceptable.
3. I am very worried about the increasing pollutions of the Earth.
4. Scientifics need to study animals so they study the ones in the zoo.
5. I think it was my first big disappointing, but it wasn’t the last.
6. I visited many ancient Roman cities that are remarkable well preserved.
7. Most animals are loosing their natural instincts.
8. There was no central heatings and no bathroom.
9. In other countries there aren’t so many accidents. We are very uncarefull here.
10. The bookshop needs employers for part-time and full time positions.
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Part 3:
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Reading and Use of English Part Four
There are six questions in this part. In each you are given a complete sentence followed by a
second, incomplete sentence. You must complete the second sentence so that it has the same
meaning as the first using a word you are given that must not be changed. You must use
between two and five words. Each correct answer is worth two marks, it is possible to get one
mark for an answer.
Here you will find grammar structures including:
modal and auxiliary verbs (especially past)
phrasal verbs
too/enough
so/such
from active voice to passive voice
verb patterns such as verb + preposition
from direct speech to reported speech
reporting verbs
conditionals, especially 3rd and mixed conditionals
comparatives and superlatives
causative have
expressions of regret, (wish and If only)
linking words (despite, although,etc)
expressions (there’s no point, it’s not worthN.)
Part 4:
For questions 25-30, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first
sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two
and five words, including the word given.
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Reading and Use of English Part Five
You are going to read a magazine article about a woman called Claire Horwood, who used to
train racehorses in Britain. For questions 31-36, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which you
think fits best according to the text.
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Reading and Use of English Part Six
In this part of the exam you are given a text with seven sentences removed, you are given
eight sentences (one extra) which you must put in the correct place to complete the text. You
should look for useful linking devices, pronouns, connections between the missing sentence
and the text through vocabulary (e.g. nouns or adjectives). Does the sentence fit the topic and
does the storyline develop in a logical manner? As the given sentences are in no particular
order you should start with the easiest.
You are going to read a magazine article about a cruise ship. Seven sentences have been
removed from the article. Choose from the sentences A-G the one which fits each gap (37-42).
There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.
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Reading and Use of English Part Seven
You are going to read an article in which four young people are talking about sport. For
questions 43-52, choose from the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than once.
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WORKSHEET 12. Writing
Part 1 (essay):
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Part 2:
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WORKSHEET 13. Listening
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Part 3.
You will hear five different people talking about taking photographs. For questions 19-23,
choose from the list (A-H) the subject that each person is most interested in photographing.
Use the letters only once. There is three extra letters which you do not need to use.
A. news stories
B. celebrities
C. sports events
D. holidays
E. nature
F. family scenes
G. cinema
H. weather

Speaker 1

19.|

Speaker 2

20.|

Speaker 3

21.|

Speaker 4

22.|

Speaker 5

23.|
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WORKSHEET 14: Answers and transcript
USE OF ENGLISH
Part One
Preliminary exercise:
1. A
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. C
6. C

Exam task:
1. D
2. C
3. A
4. C
5. B
6. A
7. A
8. B

Part Two
Exam task:
9. since
10. came
11. for
12. of/about

13. (in)to
14. was
15. so
16. this/that

Part Three
Boring, bored. Interesting, interested, impolite, illiterate, misunderstood, harmless, employers,
employees.
Spot the mistakes: healthy, unacceptable, pollution, scientists, remarkably, losing, heating,
careless, employees.
Exam task:
17. STRENGTH
18. LOSS
19. SIGNIFICANT
20. INSTRUCTORS

21. RECOMMENDATION
22. INJURY
23. UNCOMFORTABLY
24. GRADUALLY

Part Four
Exam task:
25. I wouldn’t/would not | LISTEN to
26. from Naomi | NOBODY (else) is OR from Naomi | there is NOBODY
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27. HOW deep | the pool
28. no DOUBT | in my
29. if/whether she/he | COULD (possibly) look
30. me not | to arrive/be/come LATE
READING
Part Five
Exam task:
31. D
32. C
33. C

34. B
35. D
36. A

Part Six
Exam task:
37. C
38. G
39. A

40. B
41. F
42. D

Part Seven
Exam task:
43. D
44. C
45. A
46. C
47. D

48. A
49. B
50. B
51. D
52. A
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ANSWERS TO TRUE FALSE
1. FALSE. 4 PAPERS
(READING+USEOF ENGLISH,
WRITING, LISTENING AND
SPEAKING)
3.

2.TRUE/FALSE! (R+U of Eng: 40%,
W: 20%, L: 20%, S:20%)

FALSE. PASS:
A, B, C, FAIL: D,E

4. FALSE. 160 POINTS (60%)

5. TRUE/FALSE!!! ALMOST EVERY
MONTH NOW WITH COMPUTER
AND PAPER BASED

6.TRUE

7. FALSE. 7 PARTS (SEE
SUMMARY)

8. FALSE. IT’S THE AVERAGE OF
ALL PARTS, MINIMUM 160 POINTS

9. TRUE. (PART 2: A CHOICE OF
ARTICLE, REPORT, REVIEW AND
LETTER –STORY REPLACES
REPORT IN FIRST FOR SCHOOLS)

10. FALSE. 14 MINUTES (4 PARTS,
SEE SUMMARY).

11. TRUE. TWO CANDIDATES, 2
EXAMINERS (OCCASIONALLY 3
CANDIDATES)

12. FALSE. ONE MINUTE,
COMPARING TWO
PHOTOGRAPHS.

13. FALSE. ONLY THE SPEAKING
ON A DIFFERENT DAY.

14. FALSE.172 EUROS.

15.COMPUTER BASED 2-3 WEEKS
PAPER BASED 5-6 WEEKS

16. FALSE. THEY WILL BE
AVAILABLE ONLINE

17. FALSE. PART 1 AND 2: 140-190
WORDS.

18. FALSE: ONLY IN THE
LISTENING! (5 MINUTES AT THE
END)
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